
TABLE VIII. CORRELATIONS BETWEE 
PREVALENCE OF VARIOUS ~y~NVIRONMENTAL QUALITY AND 

ROMES: ON 9 SELECTED FLOORS 

SYNDROMES 

Irritant Toxic Skin Stress 

Temperature .182 .406 .469 -.217 
departure from 22°c 

Temperature - -.343 
within day range 

.081 -.207 -.489 

Humidity - -.349 .300 -.165 -.210 
departure from 50% RH 

Humidity - .149 -.365 -.034 -.178 
within day range 

Total particulates .445 .323 .223 .054 

Organic vapours -.359 .059 -.495 -.219 

Ventilation - -.251 -.230 -.350 -.217 
uniformity 

.131 .485 -.034 -.163 

-.115 .225 -.153 -.476 

-.173 .189 -.382 -.465 

ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS .. (16 AND BUILDING ILLNESS" 
CASE-CONTROL PAIRS) * 

Building 
illness 

.285 

.360 

-.290 

.663 

-.150 

-.216 

-.218 

-.298 

.066 

-.101 

Cases * Controls 
mean values 

Temperature: 
(1) Absolute difference f (2) w· h' rom 22oc it in day range (OC) 

Humidity: 
(1) Absolute d"ff (
2

) . . i erence from 50% RH 
Within day range (% RH) 

Total particles (per cc) 

Organic vapours 

24.00% 
2.00% 

1.12 

0.55 mg/m3 

* We~e defined in September 198 . . criteria to later build. . 3 on similar but not identical 
ing illness syndrome. 
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25.00% 
1.00% 

1.55 

0.54 mg/m3 
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A two-phased study was undertaken to investigate health and environmental 
complaints in a large, modern, sealed office complex. An account of the 
epidemiological investigation and the associated environmental study has 
been presented earlier at thi.s conference (McDonald et al). 

The health surveys o.f present and past employees were conducted to fully 
characterize the nature and magnitude of the complaints. Preliminary 
analyses of the current employee questionnaire data were used in establish
ing the en vi ronnienta 1 samp 1 i ng protoco 1 . A limited envtronmenta l study 
was conducted to identify environmental factors which might be responsible 
for the complaints of the complex's occupants. 

Incidence and prevalence rates of a pre-defined "irritation-type" syndrome 
were examined on a floor-by-floor basis in all towers of the complex. 
Ten floors were selected for envfronmenta l i nvesti gati on. The envi ronmenta 1 
survey of these "good" and "bad" floors, as chara.cteri zed by 1 ow and high 
frequencies of an irritation syndrome, consisted of two areas of study 
-ventilation and the measurement of specific air quality parameters. 
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'.wo ventilation parameters . investigated. The volu , outdoor air supply and . 
using the Pitot trave me of outdoor air supplied to ~i~l~~~tribution, ~ere 

~;~d::, ~::~~:iim::::~:hfi~~;,::: ·;1~ ':f :d' ::r:~:;~;:,:,';:,~:::;:g;:g11~~ 
ou oor air distribution e ec e floors, were used to . ;~~:\.Ptrticulates, and orognan;~e v:~ii;· le~efperature, relative ~~~~~~~~~ 

i es on the selected floors. e s were al so measured at the 

A case-control series of associated with the presen~:ve~tee~ pairs, matched for age and sex d 
order t? s_tudy differences in i~doaorsen~e of ~ymptoms, was establish~d a~n 
of the individual work sites. air quality measurements at the level 

As related in the health uest· . about the environment h d q i on.na ire, respondents with . 
There was little indica:io:e~ complaints about their health andnovi~~mplaint 
or in gro ) • owever, that the typ f -versa 
meaningful ups and type of environmental complai~t o symptom (individually way. were correlated in any 

The environmental surv . . 
uniform office configura{;onin:nic:t;ldoo;~at ventilation was better with a 

The limitations of the . resources are di scusse/nv~~~n~e.n~~l i_nvesti gati on in light of the available 
Data int~rpretation and. the cor~~~a~~ions of the health study are reviewed 

:~~ teh:a:~%dhtii~g ~~l ~~~o~amt: i ~h~~: }i.~nma~lia~~~l~;~ ~~~ e;av::~;;:~sta ~e~~~~!!~ 
ana yses. • 

Less~ns learned from this summarized. can e applied to future studies, are investigation, which b 

Introduction 

Background to Problem 

In the last decade interest has heightened. This can a_nd concern relating to indoor air . 
buildings in the wake of b~heli~~:~ to t~e. construction of tightly q~:!~~~ 
sealed structures are totally d ly crisis of the early 1970s Th 
!or air_ supply and distributio~pen ;hnet on a mechanical ventilatio~ sys~~~ 
;;:~!:i::{i ~~~:~:;~::::1;:: '~;;;;:'~~~~t~:~:\::,~1!~~:':~";::b1:~: 
~~c?.m~anied ~Y ~eadac~e, dr?:e;~m~ntle~~sal • eye, and throat ir:it!~~~~: 

Tight Building Syndrome" (1,2,3,4). argy, have been called the "Sick" 

Government age · . firms . ncies, university research 
associa\ned No;rti~a~~~;ic:it~nd Europe. are no~ro~~~~iv~~~ ~~~v~;~t consulting 
and/or environmental complai~~~ for~~i~ehe e~v~lrdo~ment, to inv~stigat':eq~:~m, ui ing occupants. 

The non-specific nature of h . to the problem Th t e complaints has led to a var· ment, all at ~ e presence of numerous contaminant . iety o! approaches 
the task of lin~tng 1 it;~!~·wN~ t~een previo.us_ly conf~~~/n(t;)ice ~nviron
poses a formidable problem. Th~ n~~~~petchiafti\~ealth .complai'~ts. occ~~~~~~: e office environment is a 
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continually changing entity (i.e. floor plans, contaminant sources, venti 
lation rates), poses a problem in defining a standar d method of investigat i
on. Many studies have been undertaken to date. using a variety of 
approaches, with the vast majority of the findings being i nconcl usi ve. 
Some outbreak-s have been investi gated stric t ly from an envi r onmental 
standpoint, attempting to identify a particular causal agent with no 
_descri ption of complaints nor their patterns (5). Other investigators 
conduct environmental tests with subsequent epidemiological surveys (6), 
treating the two as completely separate entities. These approaches have 
bee_n unsuccessful in fully characteri zing the complaints, their cause(s), 
and relating them to existing environmental conditions. 

A two-phased investi gation relating epidemiologic and environmental studies, 
in order to study employee complaints in o large, modern , sealed office 
complex, has been previously described at this conference (7), of which 
certain elements wi ll be elaborated here. Data interpretation and the 
correlation of heal th and environmental results are exami ned in rela t ion 
to: the l imitations imposed by available resources, the parameters measured 
and the wei ght i ng of the same in the fi nal analyses. 

The problems in the complex began in 1977 with the first occupancy· of 
the office 'bui ldings. Since that time, the employees have voiced complaints 
characteristic of the Tight Building Syndrome. Prior to the McGill 
University tnvestigation ( 1983-84), various other studies had been under
taken on the pr emises. These included: air sampling for particulates, 
organic contaminants, carbon monoxide, formaldehyde; temperature and rela
tive humidity measurements; a l i mited health survey by a local employee 
group; veri fi ca ti on of mechanica l system performance, functi ona 1 di agnose.s 
and facilities maintenance. Various modifications to l ighting and air 
handling systems had been undertaken within the complex but their conse
quences in relation to health complaints had never been es t ablished. 

The initia l proposal involved three facets to be conducted over a two-year 
period: (1) description; (2) search for causes; and l3) control. The 
descriptive aspect woul d ascertain pas.t and present frequencies of speci f ied 
symptoms in both current and past employees of the coll"plex . This would 
be done in relat i on to such variables as age, sex, place and type of _work, 
persona 1 hab i ts, etc. Subsequently, a fairly extensive seri es of environ
menta 1 measurements would be undertaken to test whether there was any 
difference in the level of measurable environmental parameters in workplaces 
of employees with high and low frequencies of various types of health 
complaints. It was anticipated that both the heal th and environmental 
surveys would _indicate the need for certain controls . lt was hoped to 
then test the effectiveness of these controls once introduced . 

At the request of the client, an abridged version of the original proposal 
(July 27, 1982) was subsequen t ly submitted (September 6, 1982). The time 
frame of the study was reduced to one year and, consequently, the environ
mental surveys were limited and the control aspect of the study was dis-

carded. 

The 

(1) 

ensuing investigation had two components: 
an epidemiologic survey (a) to characterize the nature of the health 
complaints in present and past employees and (b) to determine whether 
a pattern of complaints exi sted in rel ation to place (i.e. floor, 
tower, type of office), time, a.nd personal characteristics of the 

employees (i.e. age, sex). 
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Of possible causat
1
·ve- ·--· -~-~. :.c:,~:Lu~:a:e :te~r:m:l :n ~:t=h~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

factors related e e nature and t 
to employee complafnts. ex ent lll!tllodology 

Ventilation System De . 
"l T s1gn 

es errasses de la Ch . " 
and a hotel The . aud1ere complex consists 
Nor~h and a~e 19, o:f1ce buildings are referred t~f a three office towers 
environmental study than~ 28 storeys respectively ( East, Central and 
a~d East-2, based ~n t~ ast .building was consider~d or purposes of the 
a1r intakes and condit " e ~es1gn of the air handling as tto towers, East-I 
located in the ioning units for the East sys em. The outside 
l?cated at groun/~~~:~use l while_ ~he intake for t~~d to~th buil?in~s are 
a1r handling unit . n add1t10n, East-I and E en ral bulld1ng is 
the additional ve~tffa/he 14th ~nd 10th floors ~!!~~c~~vel two auxiliary 
of the terraced str ion capacity needed on the ive y, to supply 
passes through a setu~~ur:O% Up~n. entering the HVAC larier lower floors 
set of 60% efficien . eff1c1ent fibreglass s1s em, outdoor air 
ciency Tests) (8) t J1lters (based on ASHRAE Atm~rehfi~ ters and a second 
l and indicates the. outd/lan~v1ew of the complex is~ ~nc Dust Spot Effi-

or air supply and exhaust units.resented in Figure 
The HVAC design in the 
Floors are divided i complex is a variable ai 
co~sisting of all ar~!~ t~~h~ones, interi or and per~phveolulme (VAV) 7Ystem. 
st1pulates a su 1 wi 10 3.7 m (12 ft) of th ra .' the peripheral 
l ps/m2 (0.67 cfm!ft~ ~= _0.761 lps/m2 (0 .15 cfm/ft~) e~~~ri_odr wa!l. Design 

c1rcu ated air . s1 e a1r and 3. 4 
Individual floors have 
or two air handl in - at least one ventilation c . 
room from the su lg units. Conditioned outdoor a· ore, cons1sting of one 
ical room acts fi % s~a'.t through constant volume ~;r entlers the mechanical 
air which ls drawn m1xing plenum for the outdoor ai va ves. Each mechan
air passes through :ro~h the floor ceiling space Th.and .the recirculated 
air handling unit no er se~ of 60% efficient. f " lS mlXture of supply 
through ducts cortta . s.upply a1 r is discharged by ~1ters . located in each 
~ones, and cooling~~~~~ hering and cooling coilsef~:rt~andlin.g unit 
i s delivered to VAV v 1 on_ Y for the interior zones e. µ_er1pheral 
a~d then supplied to :h ves ln the ceiling space via fi.b Cfnd1t1oned air 
A1r from the flo or e oc_cupied space throu h li r~g _ass duct work 
general exhausts, the s~ace_ ~s di~ected in pa;t to::~;s c~~ling diffusers. 

main er being recirculated (~ao:i: reci; wash.room and 
Room temperature 21 0 culatTon). 
located in the C~il in. - 25.oec (70-77oF)' is control 
to operate at a m· _g space. The VAV valves in the Jed by thermostats 
inal ly designed to lF~lmlum ~f 40J capacity. Interior ~~~1phe{y are designed 
were satisfied H Y c ose and supply no air when va. ves were orig
?Ccupants, all. VAV o~=r~;; ~s a result of numerous co~~~~~1~t temper~tu:es 
ltion a t all times in o d ave. been set to ensure a mi . in s by bu1ld1ng 

r er to rncrease the local . nimu'" 40% open pos-
a1r supply (9). 
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The bas ic principles of epidemiology were -applied to this study of Tight 
Building Syndrome. That is, the knowledge of dise<1se distributio.n (symp
t011s) was used in order to elucidate causal mechanisms, explain local 
disease occurrence, and describe the natural history of the disease (10). 
The nature and magnitude of the health and environmental complaints in 
the indoor environment were described in relation to a variety of specified 
parameters (age, sex, work lo.cation, type of office, time of onset, pro
gression, etc.). In a subsequent step, patterns of complaints were investi
gated using the resources of occupational hygiene monitoring so as to 
generate hypotheses relating to causal agents. Sampling procedures and 
instrumentation have been fully described elsewhere (7). 

Health Survey 

A preliminary analysis of the current employee 
us to look at frequencies of reported heal th 
tower and floor. Incidence and prevalence 
"irritation-type" syndrome were examined on a 
all towers of the complex. 

questionnaire data allowed 
complaints in relation to 
rates of a pre-defined 
floor-by-floor basis in 

Five floors with a high frequency and five with a low frequency of com
plaints were selected for environmental evaluation in relation to venti
lation and indoor air quality parameters. 

A case-control series (matched for age and sex) was also established. 
Cases were defined as individuals experiencing irritation-type symptoms 
starting in their present work lo'cation; controls had no such complaint. 
Three individuals were also identified as having irritation-type symptoms 
starting in a previous work location but not reported at their present 
site. Consequently, they served as their own control. The case-control 
series was studied in relation to indoor air quality measurements; no 
ventilation studies were undertaken at specific work sites. 

The environmental samp1 ing protocol and the parameters selected for study 
were established after having: cons idered the results of the previous 
studies; conducted a detailed walk-through of the complex; and undertaken 
the floor classification in relation to office type present. 

The ten floors and seventeen case-control pairs were given to the environ
mental team with no information other than the floors and towers to be 
studied and in di vi dua 1 work sites for cases and controls. They had no 
"a priori " knowledge of the health status of the individuals nor the types 
of complaints on the floors and s ites investigated . 

Environmental Study 

Two ventilation parameters, outdoor air supply and air distribution, were 
evaluated. The volume of outdoor air supplied to a floor was determined 
using the Pitot traverse method on each supply duct. Effective ventilation 
rates were determined by the rate of decay tracer gas method using sulfur 
hexafluoride (SF5) as the tracer. The effective ventilation rates, deter
mtn.ed at eight si tes on each of nine selected floors, were used to interpret 
outdoor air distribution on that floor. Temperature, relative humidity, 
total particulates, and total hydrocarbon levels were also measured at 
the same sites on each of the floors as well as at sixteen paired work 
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locations Pract· 1 . of the fl. ica considerations did oors and one of th n~t a 11 ow measurements on 
health team. e seventeen pa1 rs of sites selected by 

Results 

one 
the 

Health Survey 

A high proportion of employees t ~~~~~~m=n~e:;vtonmenta 1 comp l ai :ts ~~~ a .~:~r~~s;she~~ 1 ~ Chaudi ere reported 

: '"'ti got;'"' ~· :;;, ;:, ;~';''~t "f,:';' "'" ; ' othO' H~h't"8,~~ ,~;';,,.!~:.:• 
,~1:;:::· .~;:::~~y .,';, ~:~;:;~!;~:: ~~;~.~~:. ':;00

:;11 "~;";;.~.:! 
env i ronment. n, noise and lighting of the office 

All parts of the complex w interior or periphery or P~~e. a!'tfected regardless of tower floor, aspect, 
' ximi Y to office machines. ' 

Only minor differences in th noted i n relati on to em e frequency and nature of the com l . 

:.::~:::·:;;,'~::::~!,:~::~:::::: ~:::~!;:~:~~~\:;· ,,'::':,::·~:::~~;; ices or open areas. 

There was no evidence that . pregnancy outcome . work in the complex had an adverse effect on 

Environmental Studies 

E~vironmental sampling winter of 1983-84. The was conducted over a three-month period results are summarized in Table 1. in the 

Temperature and Relative H1m1idity 

Temp:rature measurements' made twice . ~~- 5 ~ on the nine floors monitored a~~1 l{i O dettected a. range of 19 to 
se ected work sites . Tem erat · o 25.5°C at the 16 pairs 

cantly throughout the day (~l 5o~)res, don the whole, did not vary signifi-
reco1J1Dended by ASHRAE ( 11 ) · 1 • an exceedetl t he 20 o 23 6oc was fo d t on re atively few occ i · - · range f un o range from 13 to 39% th h as ons. Relative humidity 
o _the. measurements we re in the 25 roug35°%'t the co~plex. The majority 
var1at1on. 0 range with little in tra-day 

Total Particulates and Hydrocarbons 

The average concentration of th . measured on each of t he . e organic and particulate contaminants 
outdoor air A 1 though th nine floors was higher than that found . 
up · t b · e concentrations fo d . in the 1? o. e expected f or inte rnall un were quite low, this build-
vent1lat1on system uses a lar y sourced pollutants in a building whose 

ge percentage of recirculated air. 

The concentration of particulates on th . 21. ~ ~g/_m3. By comparison' the ran e e nine f_l oo r s ranged from 2. 2 to 
32 individual work locations throu h tg of particulates observed at the g ou the complex was 2.2 - 33.4 ug/m3 . 
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Airborne fungal spores, primarily of the Aspergil lus type, accounted for 
approximately 80% of total airborne particulates. Concentrations ranged 

from 0.9 to 25.9 ug/m3. 

The measurement of total hydrocarbons, based on a C-8 alkane calibration~ 
was found to be extremely low (< 0.01 - 2.64 mg/m3) and exceeded 1.0 mg/mj 

on relatively few occasions. 

Ventilation 

The supply of outdoor air was found to be adequate on six of the nine 
floors investigated. It was observed that some of the constant volume 
air valves, controlling the supply of outdoor air into the mechanical 
rooms, were not set to design specifications. 

On some of the floors, air distribution was found to vary significantly, 
and was seemingl y related to the overall office design of the floor. 
Floors having a uniform office concept, that is primarily open or private 
offices, were found to have a good air distribution. 

Health and Environmental 

As intimated in the health questionnaire, respondents with no complaint 
about the environment had few complaints about their health, and vice 

versa . 
There was some suggestion that the employees on the five "better floors" 
(based on the environmental survey) had fewer symptoms than those on the 
other four floors but, overall, no correlation could be demonstrated between 
en vi ronmenta 1 measurements and the preva 1 ence of health complaints . How
ever, a combination of inadequate air supply and poor distribution, accom
panied by periods of hi gh temperature and low humidity, particularly in 
cubicles and other poorly venti 1 ated work locations, could be responsible 
for initi ating illnesses of t he type describe-0 in the health survey. 

Discussion 
A most difficult aspect in investigating any Tight Building Syndrome out

break is the interpretation of results. 

In this study, subjective responses characterizing health and environmental 
problems were elici ted in a questionnaire inquiry. The scope of these 
complaints was large , and to link them to a possible causal agent or agents 
- of which the list of possibilities is vast - posed a formidable problem. 

A revision of the initial proposal, at the request of our client, resulted 
in the favouring of the characterization of the complaints . As mentioned, 
the occupational hygiene component measuring stressors in the indoor en
vironment which might possibly provoke these complaints, was limited. 

A preliminary assessment of available health data from the current employee 
questionnaire inquiry allowed for a maximization of the hygiene resources 
by focusing on areas of the complex meriting investigation. This, of 

course, does have limitations. 

The environmental assessment described the conditions at the time of the 
survey. It was limited to a winter investigation and as conditions in 
the complex have changed over time (modification to air handling systems, 
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changes in floor design, etc.), they can only reflect the present-day 
situation and do not necessarily reflect conditions throughout the year, 
or in the past. On the other hand, the health complaints cited had started 
six years previously in some cases and had persisted with time. 

In the ranking of floors as well as specific work sites, and the linking 
of these to health complaints, each of the environmental parameters measured 
was assumed to ha.ve an equal influence on the qua 1i ty of the office environ
ment. To date, there is no justification to weight otherwise, but perhaps 
a different weighting would have strengthened the correlations. It is 
of interest to note that positive correlations were observed for the 
parameters of ventilation, relative humidity, and total particulates, 
a 11 of which, in theory, can provoke the list of complaints seen within 
the complex. Had these parameters been weighted more heavily, correlations 
of health and environmental data might have been more striking. 

Parameters such as low frequency noise, lighting, and carbon dioxide levels, 
could have conceivably contri buted to, or been the cause of, the complaints, 
but they were not examined in this investigation. The parameters selected 
for study were determined after careful consideration of the results of 
previous studies, the need to establish a baseline for future investi
gations, and making the best use of resources to this end. 

Smoking in the workplace is another issue which may have been selected 
for study. That is, the relati onship of environmental pollutants to the 
number and location of smokers in the area, as well as complaints elicited 
as a result could be examined subsequently. 

lt must also be remembered that the Les Terrasses "situation" had been 
widely publicized in newspapers (local and national), home journals, and 
within the cqmplex itself (union newsletters, in-house co1T111ittees). Hence, 
we would expect employees to be more "aware" of any health problem experi
enced. This dictated a need to localize areas where complaints started 
and to examine these sites in relation to the environmental stressors 
present. The population studied, though, was highly mobile in that about 
30% of current employees reported having occupied more than three work 
locations In the complex. The localization of the start of complaints, 
as well as the indication of work locations occupied on a floor plan, 
are further complicated by the terraci ng of the office structures. This 
problem was somewhat alleviated by citing examples in the information 
sessions conducted during the questionnaire distribution phase. 

The task of comparing information from a self-administered and a telephone
admin istered questionnaire also complicated data interpretation. In the 
end, each of these results was reported separately and similarities and 
differences were examined with caution. 

All of these factors may bear heavily on the fact that the correlations 
between the health complaints and environmental conditions were not strik
ing. The contribution of each, independently or collecti vely, was imposs
ible to evaluate due primarily to the fact t hat the investigation was 
undertaken at a very late stage in the "ensemble" of the problem . Their 
contribution to the confounding of any link of health complaints and en
vironmental conditions can only be surmised. 

Conclusions 

The methodology, using an extensive epidemiologic health study to focus 
on areas of the complex meriting environmental investigation, made the 
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. i the contract. It enabled a 
best use of the :eso~rces available with; xtent of the health and ~n-
c
omplete charactenzat1on of the nature an ~t also permitted a baseline 

vironmental complaints within the compl~x. be established, which is necess-
of health and env~ro~~~~ta;f m~~!ur:;::: o~ any environmef!~~onc~;gaesca~~~l 
ary for the eva ua i Furthennore, it allowed som.e specu nd distribution 
sequently ufnd~~!a~~plaints _ inadequate outdoor ad 1 ~ 0!0~!~~t~ve humidity. 
component o . ds of elevated temperature an 

Ccompanied by perio d' tely 
a . . h uld be conducted il11lle ia . 

!~ b~~~~~:!~ :s:t::~~~:~:~::1~:,:~:::~~·:::~:;~~=i:~; p~~~~~~~:};~i~~ 
provide effec ive t working as a team, t blems 
evaluated. Labour and manageme:fully deal with office environmen pro 
role, are more likely .to \unc~:sendent1y. 
than either group working P . · t te 

ituation necess1 a 
f Tight Building Syndrom_e 5 •t ngineering, 

The possible components o a E idemi ologic, air qu(!li Ye t be 
the multi:-discipl.in~ry a~~~~:~~tural and psych?logJc comp.o;e~!~es~~~y to 
toxicologic._ med1Yca c~mp~ete investigation. Epi~em1o~oggy ;~corporates the 
considered in an . . air quality engineerin . uantitate 
characterize the compla1~ts, in and occupational hygiene to. q contami
tool s of ventil~tion eng1~e~~nt11ation parameters and indoor a,i;te health 
the environment in tenns o . 1 rinciples are used to corre . i les 

n:~~ ! i ntt°:i ~~~ o~~~ s :inndg :~~ ~~n~e':i t.a l c:::i t~~n!~a:~~=J ~e~~~rap~y~~~ ~~g} ca~ 
~uch as building mater~als _and . es~~~ation to productivity and discom or 
imp l i cations of the situation in 

need to be considered. . The 
d emains unknown: 

. f Tight Building Syn rome r s nergistic and 
Presen~l{, ~~c~;10~r~n~oor po1lutants on ~ea~i~· t~~e ap~licabili ty of 
po ten ti~ t .e effect of these po 11 utan ts on ~~dt.Jstri al environment• and 
antago~i s s~~ndards/guidel ines et~. toff at n~~-\he ; ndoor environment, ~re 
curren king and its e ec 
smoking versus.t~on-~:~ure investigation . 
all issues meri 1n9 
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A METti()ll f'()R TtiE OBJECTIVE EV ALVA Tl()1"4 ()f' 
11"41)()()R AIR QUALITY US11"46 A PASSIVE 

M()1"41TORl1"46 SYSTEM COUPLEll TO Bl(JASSAYS 

K . R . Samoiloff , -------> 

O. N. Bhatnagar•, and H .D. Gesser•, 

Bioquest International, Inc, 204 - 2989 Pembina Highway, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T 2H5, 
• Department of Chemistry, University of Manitoba, 
W inn1peg, Mani tol:>a, Canada R3T 2K2 

In order to obtain o:bJective data on the :biological effects of 
indoor air quality, passive samplers were placed at 287 sites 
within 18 different buildings and at 33 sites within 7 homes . 
The contaminants trapped b:Y these samplers were t .ested for 
toxic effects witb the Pa11agreJJus redivivus bioassay. Two 
types of samplers were used, an absorbent sampler containing 
activated Molecular Sieve 13X, to trap contaminating organic 
vapor;-s, and a liquid sampler containing a pbysiologicallY 
balanced buffer, to trap contaminating viable and non- viable 
partl.cles. Two distinct classes of toxic effect. wer:-e detected; 
J.nhlb1tlon of growth and st1mulat.l.on of growth. Inhibition of 
growth i s a toxic response to contaminants in the air, while 
stimulation of growth reflects conditions of increased 
microbiological contamination. Both types o-£ effect correlated 
with health complaints within the tested buildings. Inhibit.ion 
by vapors was detected in 16.7Y. of the tested sites, wb.!.le 
stimulation was found in 8:r. of the tested sites. lnhibitJ.on 
caused bY particulates was observed in 16.91. of the sites 
tested, while stimulatory particulates were found in 6.27. of 
these sites. Where corrective measures were taKen at the 
identified problem sites, worKer complaints decreased. 
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